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1 - The Daleks Part 1: The Best of a Mime's World

(setting: Entertize Bridge)

Sonic: Tails, how long does the probe find the Daleks?

Tails: 12 minutes, sir.

A pause.

Tails: Sir, we lost contact with the probe.

Sonic: Set course for the location of that probe. Engage!

The Entertize enters warp drive.

(setting: Entertize Rouge's Quarters)

Rouge, wearing a black ninja hood and a blue mask (that covered her nose and mouth) over her
Starfleet uniform. A door chimes.

Rouge: Come in.

Knuckles enters.

Knuckles: Rouge, I wanted to say hi.

Rouge: Oh, Knuckles.

Knuckles: I was in engineering when Amy and Cream is running a complete diagonastic on the probes
before we lost contact.

Rouge: What did the probe found?

Knuckles: Something cube-shaped.

Rouge: Cubed-shaped?!

Knuckles: Yes, cubed-shaped. It appears to be a ship of sort. It fired a type of laser beam then the
screen went blank.

Rouge: A ship? Is it the Daleks?

Knuckles: Maybe.



Rouge: I'll be on the bridge in a few minutes.

(Setting: Entertize Engineering)

Amy: What have you found?

Cream: Static, just static.

Amy: Show the last transmissions before the probe lost transmission.

The video of a cube-shaped ship which fired a green laser then it was blank.

Cream: Uh, Amy.

Amy: What?

Cream: That cube-shaped ship is a Borg vessel. It's heading for Earth.

Amy tapped her communicator.

Amy: Amy to bridge, we spotted a Borg ship, it's heading directy for sector 001.

(Setting: Entertize Conference Lounge)

Amy: The moment before the probe stopped transmitting, the probe spotted a Borg ship, it is heading for
Earth. The Borg fired a cutting beam at the probe at the second it stopped transmitting.

Sally: The Borg destroyed the probe.

Amy: Yes, it is heading towards us any minute, we developed...

Three beeps interrupts Amy's speech.

Shadow: Senior officers report to the bridge, a Borg cube is heading straight towards us.

(Setting: Entertize Bridge)

Sally: Red alert, shields up.

The klaxons ramble.

Tails: Our scanners show the Borg ship is completely ignoring us.

Sally: Hail the Borg, tell them to veer off.

Shadow: No response.



Tails: It appeared that they are veering off.

The Borg ship caught the Entertize with its tractor beam.

Tails: Sir, they are not veering off, they locked us with their tractor beam.

Sally: Fire phasers at the source of the beam.

The Entertize's phasers are fired at the tractor beam source, but no effect.

Shadow: Phasers have no effect.

Sally: Photon torpedoes, full spread. Fire!

The photon torpedoes are fired from the Entertize to the source to the beam, the torpedoes explode but
there is no damage at the Borg cube.

Shadow: The torpedoes have no effect either.

Sally: Hail the Borg ship.

Shadow: Hailing.

Sally: This is Captain Sally Acorn of the Federation starship Entertize, deactivate our tractor beam and
release our ship, provide us with the location of a Dalek ship.

Borg: We are the Borg, surrender your ship and you are your crew will be assimilated and your ship will
be destroyed and we will provide you with that location once we assimilate Earth.

Sally: I don't allow that, give us the location now or we will kill you.

Borg: Death is irrelevant, resistance is futile

Sally: Cut that transmission.

Suddenly, a Borg drone appears on the bridge, Shadow fires his phaser at the Borg, but a shield
assorbed to the phaser blast.

Shadow: They are adapted to our phasers.

Then Espio, Charmy and Vector enter the bridge, Espio throws a ninja star at the Borg. The Borg goes
dead. Vector removes all Borg implants then the Borg vanishes.

Sonic: Nice trick, Espio.

Espio: Come to my quarters, Sonic.



Sonic and Espio exit the bridge.

(setting: Entertize Espio's Quarters)

Espio: Let's teach about how to be a mime.

Sonic: Yes.

Espio: No voice. Now you listen to me.

He holds cards and Sonic mimes the actions once Espio said.

Espio: Rope. Scissors. Chair. Table. Duck. Fire. Good, you want to go to the Borg cube. There's a covert
operations mission, you will disguise as a Borg cube.

(setting: Entertize Bridge)

Sally is talking with Admiral Chekote.

Sally: There's a possible Borg invasion, Admiral.

Chekote: I have mobilized the fleet of 66 starships including the Enterprise under the command of
Captain Jean-Luc Picard to destroy the Borg ship. Picard had experience with the Borg.

Sally: And what if we join?

Chekote: No, continue your mission of discovery, you will not be harmed.

Sally: Understood, Sally out.

(setting: Entertize Corridors)

Sonic dressed as a Borg drone, he mimes Blaze that he is going to the Borg cube. He enters the
transporter room.

A short time later...

(setting: Entertize Bridge]

Sally and the rest of her crew is wearing soldier garb.

Sally: Dr. Rotor.

Rotor on the viewscreen, he is in a shuttlecraft.

Rotor: I am going to distract the Borg with micro photon torpedoes.



Sally: We are with you, Rotor.

(setting: Borg Cube)

Sonic, Tails and Amy are exploring the Borg cube.

Amy: We are going to find the information and download it. Mime things to distract the Borg.

Tails and Amy comes to the information console. Amy presses a few buttons. Suddenly, several Borg
drone swarm Amy and Tails. Amy and Tails fire their phasers but the Borg adapted. At Tails' sight, a
Borg arm comes to his neck, suddenly to Tails, the universe vanished, Tails and Amy regained
conciousness, they are Borg drones.

Amy (thinking): Tails, we have to get out of here. I lost my right hand just Captain Hook.

Tails: I will retrieve information.

Amy and Tails comes to the information console, Tails uses his Borg arm on the console for a few
minutes.

(setting: Entertize Bridge)

Shadow: We just lost control with the away team.

Sally: Oh, god!

Bunnie: I have a message from Admiral Chekote, the fleet has arrived.

A fleet of sixty starships, a comination of Constitution, Excelsior, Miranda, Oberth, Galaxy, Constellation,
Ambassador and Nebula class starships including the Enterprise went out of warp.

Bunnie: Message from Captain Picard, on screen.

Picard: Entertize, we are engaging the Borg. Picard out.

Sally: Rouge, prepare to separate the saucer section. Shadow, you take the saucer section, I, Rouge,
Cream, Charmy, Vector, Espio, Antoine, Manic and Sonia will take the battle section.

The Entertize splits in two sections. The battle section fires a barrage of photon torpedoes at the Borg
cube. The saucer section fires a full spread of phasers at the Borg cube. The fleet of 66 starships fires
phasers at well. The Borg cube locks a Constitution class starship in its tractor beam, it fired a cutting
beam at the starship's saucer section, destroying most of the saucer and its bridge dome.

(setting: Enterprise Bridge)

Worf: We lost the New Jersey, the Borg firing on the admiral's ship.



Admiral Chekote's Excelsior class starship was destroyed by a Borg photon torpedo.

Picard: Coletta, take us to the Entertize's battle section.

The Enterprise flies to meet the battle section. The Borg fire lasers at the Nebula class starship and the
Constellation class starship, destroying the ships.

(setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Vector: We lost 17 more ships. The Borg have locked on to our saucer section.

Sally: Fire phasers at the Borg.

(setting: Borg Cube)

Amy and Tails have done downloading.

Amy: Transport to the battle section.

Amy and Tails vanish.

(setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Amy and Tails appear.

Sally: Amy, Tails, what have they done to you two.

Amy: Don't shoot, it's us!

Bunnie: We lost four more ships. Message from the Enterprise, they have activated the sensor grid. The
Borg have completely ignored us.

Charmy: The problem is. All 65 vessels are been destroyed.

Sally: Report to sickbay, you two.

Amy: But what about Sonic?

Sally: We should get Sonic back.

Manic: The Borg have continued course to sector 001.

A long time later...

(setting: Entertize Transporter Room)



Antoine and Sonia are at the controls. Tails and Amy are back to normal.

Antoine: Once the Borg shields, we should beam Sonic out of there.

Sonia: We will destroy the Borg before Earth will be annihilated.

Antoine: That will be a problem, the explosion will destroy the battle sec...

Tails places his hand at Antoine's mouth.

Tails: The location of the Dalek ship is in the Maurasli sector. We move away from the explosion.

The battle section made it to Earth.

(setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Vector: Captain, the Borg transporting drones to Starfleet Headquarters.

Sally: Oh, no!

(setting: Borg Ship)

Sonic places his Borg arm at the console. The Borg ship attack the battle section.

(setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Antoine: Captain, another hit will destroy the battle section.

Sally: We must transport to the saucer section.

Suddenly the Borg ship is dead.

Charmy: Captain, the Borg drones on Earth have stopped functioning.

Shadow: The problem is that Sonic disable all power sources. We are reading a power surge on the
Borg ship, their power core is overloading.

Sally: Tails, get out of here!

The battle section escapes at the Borg ship explodes.

Sally: The Borg is eradicated, set course back to the saucer section's location.

The battle section enters warp drive.

(setting: Entertize Sickbay)



Rotor: Back to business. Putting all my instruments away. It's a surgical thing to do. (suddenly Rotor
groans in pain) Exterminate! Exterminate! Exterminate the doctor! I am the doctor! Exterminate the Time
Lord! Destroy the TARDIS! Exterminate Susan, Adric and Ace! Destroy K9! Exterminate! Exterminate!

End of the Daleks Part 1.

"What you're about to do Soran, is no different from when the Borg destroyed your world. They killed
millions too, ...including your wife ...and children." - Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Star Trek: Generations.



2 - The Daleks Part 2: To Heir is to Becoming Human

(setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Clock is ticking. Ticking. Ticking. To Tails and Antoine, time has stopped. Suddenly, Artkis Bulliva steps
off the TARDIS after it materializes.

Artkis: Artkis Bulliva from Gallifrey, reporting for duty, ma'am. Me and Adric has brought a new sonic
screwdriver.

Sally: Tails and Antoine, you two have holodeck time.

Tails and Antoine: Yes, sir.

Charmy: Captain, this is right location.

(setting: Entertize Captain's Ready Room)

Rotor: No! No! No! Antoine! I am in command of the saucer section.

Antoine: Don't talk to me about this! I am talking about loyality and sacrifice!

Rotor: Now wait a minute! This business about the Daleks... Honestly, I have never understood
mysticism -- I'm sorry! But part of me doesn't want you to make a fool of yourself... Understand?

Antoine: I'm not even sure I believe. But if there's even a chance that the Daleks use saucers -- then that
is our responsibility. As surely as if it were my own! Captain Sally ordered to me to use the holodeck for
my holodeck time...

Rotor: No, Antoine. It's out of the question. Antoine, your life and your career stand for rationality, not
intellectual chaos. Keep up this emotional behavior and you'll lose everything. You'll destroy yourself!
You understand... (groans in pain) Exterminate! Exterminate!

Antoine: Rotor, what's wrong?

Rotor: Oh nothing, just the word. The Daleks exterminate. They exterminate. (groans in pain)
Exterminate! Slower. Slower. Concentrate on one thing. Concentrate.

Antoine: Rotor, let me get you to sickbay.

Rotor: It's no use, Let the record show that the chief engineer of the starship Entertize have voted
unanimously to command the saucer section under no circumstances until the Dalek ship appears. Do
you understand me, Antoine.



Antoine: Yes... I hear you. I just had to try.

Rotor: Of course... dismissed.

(setting: Entertize Holodeck)

Tails taps his communicator.

Tails: Antoine, I thought you are going to the holodeck.

Antoine: I love to. But I'm in command of the saucer section. Maybe after the Dalek is destroyed or
retreats.

Tails: That's fine to me.

(setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Sally: Vector, did you suggest fishing tournament on the holodeck.

Vector: Yes, I did, captain.

Sally: Take that suggestion, Vector.

(setting: Entertize Bridge)

Rotor: I have a message from the battle section. I have a fishing tournament. Exterminate!

A short time later... Rotor is dressed as a fisherman, groaning in pain.

Rotor: Exterminate! Exterminate the doctor!

Antoine: You should go to sickbay.

(setting: Entertize Turbolift)

Sonic: Are you excited to fish with me.

Tails: Yes, Sonic.

They hear a transmission through their communicators.

Antoine's Voice: Starfleet Command, this is U.S.S. Entertize, we are going to intercept the Daleks.

Tails: The transmission is coming from the bridge.

(setting: Entertize Bridge)



Antoine is dressed as a clown sending that transmission, Sonic charges from the turbolift to Antoine,
screaming in anger.

Antoine: I sent a message to Starfleet Command. Sonic, I forgot to tell you. The Daleks is
communicating with Rotor. (sobs, blows nose)

Sonic: The Daleks are communicating with Rotor?! Rotor is now a heir to the Daleks. (sobs, blows nose)

Tails: Heir to the daleks?! Rotor wants to exterminate the crew and the Doctor! (sobs, blows nose)

Antoine: They will exterminate the Doctor! They are going to destroy the TARDIS! (sobs, blows nose)

Sonic: They are going to destroy the TARDIS! And then, the Entertize. (sobs, blows nose)

Tails: The Entertize will be destroyed! We don't want to be exterminated! (sobs, blows nose)

Antoine: We don't want to be exterminated! We will kill Rotor to just a chops of bacon! (sobs, blows
nose)

Sonic, Tails and Antoine: Wahhhhhh! (sobs, blows noses)

(setting: Entertize Sickbay)

Rotor: Dalek ship, this is Doctor Rotor in command of the saucer section.

Dalek: We understand, Rotor.

Rotor: I want you to destroy the Doctor and the battle section.

Dalek: We will first destroy the Doctor then destroy the battle section.

Rotor: End transmission.

A long time later...

(setting: Entertize Boxing Ring)

Rotor: No, don't! I swear!

Sally: But you have to! We want Artkis to win.

Rotor: Okay.

Rotor enters the ring.

Announcer: In this corner, we have a greatest Time Lord from Galifrey, Artkis Bulliva, also known as the
Doctor!



Artkis stands up.

Artkis: Thanks, K9.

Announcer: And in this corner, we have a chief medical officer, physican, surgeon and protologist: Rotor!
Get ready to fight!

Artkis punches Rotor, they fight until Rotor is KO'd.

Announcer: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10!

Artkis: I won! Do you say that, Adric.

Adric: I see that, Artkis.

Rotor: The doctor's extermination failed. Come exterminate me.

(Setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Mina: Artkis won. Rotor is not.

Amy: That's because Rotor lost.

Artkis: Blaze the Cat, the Daleks are coming to kill me.

Blaze: I'm afraid so, Arktis.

Artkis: Susan baby, I sense the Daleks are here.

Susan: Grandpa, they are here.

Sonic: No, Rotor says they are going to exterminate him.

Tails: Rotor's gonna die.

Antoine: They are going to kill Rotor to a chops of bacon.

Sonic, Tails and Antoine sobs.

Blaze: ALRIGHT! ALRIGHT! There is some sort of communications beacon installed inside of Rotor's
brain. That's why the Daleks are communicating with Rotor. We will need to get it out. This procedure
will be drastic. Shadow, you go to the Dalek ship and make it change course. Artkis, you take command
of the battle section.

(Interior: Entertize Bridge)



Rotor: Saucer to battle section. Well, I feel safe to be exterminated. Saucer to battle section.

He hears turbolift doors open. He turns around, to find Charmy, Sonic and Tails, phasers drawn, they
are wearing green surgical scrubs and white dust masks.

Rotor: Mina, take them down...

The phasers shot Rotor. Tails places Rotor on a table.

Blaze: This won't hurt a bit, Rotor.

(Interior: Entertize Shuttlebay)

They carry Rotor to the shuttlecraft. Sonic is at the controls. The shuttle flies to the battle section.

(Interior: Entertize Sickbay)

Blaze is dressed in a doctor's suit and a white dust mask. She holds a clipboard.

Blaze (in a English accent): Hmmmm! Hmmm! Hmmm! The procedure is very expensive and dangerous.
But this patients needs a treatment. The hanging on the ceiling. Very impressive. Antoine, play the tape.

Antoine, wearing green scrubs and white dust mask, plays a tape recorder.

Blaze: Good, the goggly glasses is very good. All two treatments are successful, these guinea pigs are
get in one thing. A mud bath with worms. Play the tape.

They carry Rotor to the mud bath. Antoine plays a tape recorder. The Dalek ship enters the area with the
battle section.

Blaze: Vinegar, mustard and olive oil will enter through your ears and remove the device on your brain.

The device is out of Rotor's brain.

Blaze: You are free, that is all we can do here.

Sonic and Shadow, dressed as undertakers enter.

Sonic: This patient is dead, it is exterminated.

Rotor: I'm not exterminated.

Sonic: Yeah, you are.

Sonic puts Rotor in a casket.

(setting: Entertize Transporter Room)



Sonic, Shadow and the casket appear. Rotor comes out of the casket.

Sonic: You're cured, Rotor! Once again, we saved the Entertize.

Sonic and Shadow return in their Starfleet uniforms.

(setting: Space)

Sally: Captain's log stardate: 47321.2: We idenitified the Dalek ship that attacked the TARDIS, we
rettached the saucer section and followed the Daleks to the Romulan colony Pardak II.

(setting: Entertize Sickbay)

Rotor sits in his desk.

Rotor: Chief Medical Officer's log stardate: 47321.2: The Daleks are gone, I am cured. The device on my
brain is gone. I note to myself. That one plus one is two section minus one is a whole starship. Five
doctors minus one undertaker plus one undertaker. Nah!

End of the Daleks part 2

"We won't go back. Don't you know what is like in our universe. The Federation's gone! The Borg is
everywhere! We're one of the last ships left, please? You got to help us!" "I'm sorry, there's no choice, if
this works, everything will return to..." "No, we won't go back!" - Captain William T. Rikers from various
Enterprises - TNG "Parallels"



3 - The Daleks Part 3: Cybermen in a Snow

(setting: space)

The saucer and battle sections of the Entertize enters orbit on a Romulan colony planet Pardak II.

Sally: Captain's log stardate: 47326.4: We have entered orbit around Pardak II, a Romulan colony under
attack by a Dalek ship. I have sent a away team to investigate the attack.

(setting: Pardak II)

Pardak II is a snowy planet, Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, Amy, Mina and Rotor appear in a transporter beam.
They are wearing winter jackets.

Sonic (taps his communicator): Sonic to Entertize.

(setting: Entertize battle bridge)

Sally: Sally here, what is it?

Sonic: We're at the entrance to the Romulan colony.

Sally: Good luck, Sonic. Let me know that there are Daleks nearby. Sally out.

(setting: Pardak II)

A Dalek comes to the team.

Dalek: Exterminate! Exterminate!

Sonic raises his phaser and shoots the Dalek.

Knuckles: It's a Dalek.

Sonic: They are planing to take over the Federation, the Alpha Quadrant and the entire universe.

Knuckles: We should have brought Shadow down.

Amy covers Knuckles' mouth with her hands.

Amy: Don't talk to Sonic about Shadow.

The team enters the entrance, a Romulan commander approaches them.



Romulan: Thank Vorta'Vor. I am Commander Thaluk.

Sonic: I am Commander Sonic the Hedgehog of the starship Entertize, this is Lt. Commander Miles
'Tails' Prower, Lt. Commander Amy Rose, Lt. Commander Knuckles, Lieutenant Mina Mongoose and Dr.
Rotor.

Thaluk: It is not the Daleks that attacked our colony.

Sonic: Then who has it, then?

Thaluk: It's a half-machine, half-man. It's called a Cyberman.

Sonic: Cyberman?!

Thaluk: You have to capture a cyberman and contact your ship.

Sonic: Understood, Commander Thaluk. Set phasers on stun.

Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, Amy, Rotor and Mina adjust their phasers to a stun setting.

Rotor: But Sonic, Cybermen can't absorb a stun setting.

Sonic: Alright, then. Set phasers to kill, that should stun the Cyberman.

They adjust their phasers to a kill setting.

(setting: Entertize Bridge)

Blaze the Cat sits in the command chair.

Blaze: Sonia?

Sonia: Yes, ensign.

Blaze: Take us to a standard orbit around the colony planet.

Sonia: Yes, ensign.

Blaze: Status, Manic.

Manic: Status: operational. Ship separated. Battle section operational. Saucer section operational.

Blaze: Sonic says it's not the Daleks that attacked the Romulans, it's something called a Cyberman.
Contact the TARDIS.

(setting: TARDIS console room)



Blaze appears on a viewing screen.

Blaze: Artkis. What is a Cyberman?

Artkis: A Cyberman is a robot race of conqueors that delete.

Blaze: Thank you.

(setting: Pardak II)

Sonic: We'll split up. Rotor and I will go to the east. Knuckles and Tails will go to the west. Amy and Mina
will go to the north.

Meanwhile, Knuckles and Tails enter a cave.

Tails: It's so dark in here.

Knuckles: Dark it is.

Tails: What is that?

Knuckles and Tails turn around to see a Cyberman, they run out of the cave, screaming.

Tails and Knuckles: AAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!

Meanwhile, Mina and Amy are searching for a Cyberman.

Mina: I hear two screams.

Amy: It's Tails and Knuckles, they're in trouble! (taps communicator) Amy to Sonic! Amy to Sonic!

Then Tails and Knuckles collided to Sonic whose jacket falls off.

Sonic: Tails! Knuckles! What's going on!

Knuckles: We found a Cyberman!

Tails: Like the Romulan commander said!

Sonic: Hey, my jacket's gone.

Tails: We got to get out of here!

Sonic (taps communicator): Sonic to Entertize. Three to beam up!

Meanwhile, Rotor is searching for a Cyberman.



Rotor: That's funny. The device inside me is the Daleks, it's from the Cybermen. The Cybermen is
controlling my mind so that I can destroy the Doctor. The Doctor! I'm the doctor!

He spots a Cyberman wearing Sonic's jacket. They fight. Rotor drops his phaser. A Cyberman grabs
Rotor in the leg. Rotor picks up a phaser and shoots a Cyberman. Debris flew to Rotor. Mina and Amy
raise their phasers at Rotor.

Amy: It's a Cyberman. Let's send a Romulan ship to capture one of the Cybermen.

Rotor: No, Amy! I am not a Cyberman! I stunned a Cyberman!

Later, a Federation news crew are at the scene, Rotor is at a cage, hands cuffed behind his back, mouth
covered with white tape.

Sarah Forbes: A crew of a Federation starship Entertize has captured a Cyberman. Here he is. The
Cyberman and the Daleks have joined together to destroy the United Federation of Planets and the
Romulan Star Empire in the next ten years. We are sending a Federation fleet to defend the Alpha
Quadrant.

(setting: Entertize Battle Bridge)

Tails: Antoine, Rotor is not the Cyberman, but it is cool that he would be trapped in the cage.

Antoine: Yeah, the Romulans offered us to have a shore leave down there.

Tails: Once the Romulans caught the real Cyberman.

Artkis: There are worlds out there where the sky is burning, and the sea's asleep, and the rivers dream;
people made of smoke and cities made of song. Somewhere there's danger, somewhere there's
injustice, somewhere else the tea's getting cold. Come on, Adric, Susan, K9, Ace. We've got work to do.

He, Ace, Adric and K9 go to the TARDIS and it vanishes.

End of the Daleks part 3

"He just kept talking in one long incredibly unbroken sentence, moving from topic to topic, such that no
one had the chance to interrupt him, it was really quite hypnotic." - Captain Jean-Luc Picard - TNG
"Timescape"



4 - Gymnauseum

(setting: Entertize transporter room)

Sally: Energize.

Mina, Amy and Rotor appear in a transporter beam.

Mina: Captain, Rotor is freed.

Sally: Understood. I'll be in my ready room.

Rotor: But Rotor.

Sally exits the door, as Rotor follows Sally, he can't fit through the door.

Rotor: I can't get out of this transporter room.

Sally: Arrrghh! Sonia, beam Rotor to my battle bridge ready room.

Sonia: Aye, sir.

Rotor steps in the transporter pad and vanished.

(setting: Entertize ready room)

Later, Rouge scans Rotor with a tricorder. She wearing a black ninja hood and blue mask (covers her
nose and mouth).

Rouge: Captain, Rotor is a heavyweight. That's why he can't fit the doors.

Sally: If Pardek II has a gymnaseum, then Rotor needs some fitness training.

Rotor: What?!

Sally: Manic, signal the saucer section that we'll be beaming back to the gymnaseum.

Manic: Aye, sir. Sensors indicate that there is a gymnasuem near the Romulan colony and a sports
center.

(setting: Entertize transporter room)

Sally, Rouge, Manic, Sonia, Blaze, Tails, Antoine and Rotor are wearing Star Trek II jackets are at the
transporter pad.



Sally: Energize.

They vanish.

(setting: Pardak II sports and gym center)

They appear with Sonic, Knuckles, Amy, Cream, Shadow, Vector, Espio and Charmy. Shortly after, a
TARDIS appears, and Artkis Bulliva, Adric, Susan Foreman, Ace and K9 come out. They are wearing
exercise headbands.

Sally: Artkis, what are you doing here?

Artkis: I brought Susan, Adric, Ace and K9 to the sports center.

Sally: Sonic, go teach Rotor.

Sonic is teaching Rotor basics with machines and big machines. After that Sonic offered Rotor hot dogs.
Rotor screamed in pain and falls to the floor.

Rotor: The Cybermen are still in my mind! You... will... be... deleted!

Sonic: I guess the training is completed.

(setting: Pardak II)

Hockey is played, Manic is a goalee, the two teams are playing. Rotor swings the ball to another goalee,
Shadow.

Cream: Yah!!!

Adric: Look at him go!

Artkis: Let me tell you a secret, Adric. I am far more than just another Time Lord.

Adric: Then who is she?

Artkis: Sally is a Time Lord.

Later, they won.

Rotor: I'm done! I'm done!

(setting: Entertize Sickbay)

Rouge: You have won, Rotor. I am proud of you, you are now a good chief medical officer.



Rotor: Rouge, I'm so good of that. I'm done weight training and hockey.

Rouge: Good. Ahem, I'm sorry, Rotor. The captain wants me on the battle bridge. There's some sort of
anomaly.

She exits, Rotor follows. Then Rotor could not fit the doors.

Rotor: I'm stuck! (taps communicator) Captain! Get me out! Captain!

(setting: space)

The saucer and battle sections leave orbit of Pardak II. A rift opens as Rotor screams.

Rotor: Captain! Get my out of here!

End of Gymanauseum

"Vinegar, mustard and olive oil will enter through your ears and remove the device on your brain." -
Blaze the Cat - Blar Trek: The Adventures of the Starship Entertize - The Daleks Part 2 - To Heir is
Becoming Human



5 - The Seven Doctors

(setting: space)

The saucer and battle sections of the Entertize approach the rift.

Sally: Captain's log stardate: 47551.2: The Entertize has approached the rift. We launched sensor
probes and began sensor scans. It is a time rift. I have sent scientific advisior Artkis Bulliva in the
investigation.

(setting: Entertize briefing room)

Sally: What do you make of this rift?

Artkis: The rift is a time fracture that could suck the universe inside out.

Sally: Inside out?

Artkis: Yes.

Sally: How long?

Artkis: About five months.

Sally: Any options?

Artkis: I can summon up my other selves.

Sally: Do that.

(setting: TARDIS console room)

Artkis sets the controls and suddenly six vortexs appear, then his first, second, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth incarnations step out.

Note: Artkis is the Seventh Doctor.

Second Doctor: Butterfingers, where am I?

Fifth Doctor: And who are you?

Seventh Doctor: Doctors, I am your seventh incarnation. This is an emergency.



Sixth Doctor: What kind of emergency?

Seventh Doctor: A time fracture just opened and it's going to suck the universe inside out in about five
months.

First Doctor: Mm? What's that, my boy?

Seventh Doctor: Unless we are going to stop it or we are going to die.

Fourth Doctor: Would you like a jelly baby?

Third Doctor: Yes, I would like a jelly baby?

(setting: Entertize battle bridge)

Rouge's console beeped.

Rouge: Captain, there are six intruders on the TARDIS.

Sally: He summoned his other selves.

Sally and Sonia exited to the turbolift.

(setting: Entertize bridge)

Shadow: Captain, six intruders appeared in the battle section.

Sonic: The battle section?!

Shadow: Yes, sir. In shuttlebay 3.

Sonic: Prepare for reconnection.

(setting: space)

The Entertize saucer and battle section rejoined together.

(setting: TARDIS)

The console room rocked. Adric, Susan, Ace and K9 enter.

K9: What's going on, Master?

Fourth Doctor: K9, the TARDIS rocked.

Adric: What happened?



Fifth Doctor: I don't know, Adric.

Fourth Doctor and Fifth Doctor: Adric!

Adric: Doctors?!

Susan: Grandfather?

First Doctor: Susan!

They hug each other. Suddenly, Sonic, Tails, Knuckles and Amy enter the TARDIS console room,
phasers drawn. Both Sonic and Knuckles hold type 1 phasers. Both Amy and Tails hold type 2 phasers.

First Doctor: Put those remotes away!

Second Doctor: Those aren't remotes! Those are guns!

They drop their phasers to the ground.

Sonic: Who are you?

Sixth Doctor: Precisely, I am the doctor, six others are all doctors.

Sonic: We don't want to hurt you all. I am Commander Sonic Hedgehog of the starship Entertize.

Third Doctor: Where the heck are we?!

Sonic: You are aboard a Federation starship.

First Doctor: Federation starship?!

Sonic hands a First Doctor a padd which displays the Entertize schematic.

First Doctor: This is want it looks like.

Sonic: It is a Galaxy class starship, launched on stardate 41324.9.

(setting: Entertize bridge)

Sonic, Amy, Knuckles, Cream, Bunnie, Rotor, Antoine, Sonia, Manic, Blaze, Tails, Rouge and Mina are
standing in front of the forward stations. The third and sixth doctors at the aft sections, the fourth doctor
is at the tactical station, the fifth and first doctor are at the helm and navigation consoles. Sally, the
seventh and second doctors are at three command chairs.

Sally: Yes, Artkis. The Daleks damaged your vessels. The universe is in danger of being sucked with the
rift.



Seventh Doctor: I know why, the Master has opened the Eye of Harmony of his TARDIS and escaped as
his TARDIS exploded thus opening the rift.

Sally (to the Second Doctor): Can we close the rift?

Second Doctor: I don't know that.

Sally: You're dying and you need a change.

First Doctor: Yes, I need a change, so keep warm.

(setting: space)

The rift sucks the starship in.

(setting: Entertize bridge)

Sally: Red alert!

Sixth Doctor: What's going on?!

Sally: The rift pulled us in!

Sixth Doctor: Worse, we are undergoing a renewal! All of us!

Second Doctor: We're being renewed!

First Doctor: Keep warm, Tails.

Third Doctor: Sally, when there's death, there's...

Sally: I know that! Regeneration!

Fifth Doctor: Adric! Adric!

Sixth Doctor: I'm going to have carrot juice. (To the replicator) Carrot juice! Carrot juice! Carrot juice!

Seventh Doctor: The computer can't hear you!

Fourth Doctor: Press the button on the TARDIS, doctor! It's the moment I've been prepared for.

(setting: TARDIS)

The second doctor enters.

Second Doctor: Slower. (yelling) Slower! Concentrate on one thing! One thing!



He pressed the button on the TARDIS console thus releasing the starship from the rift.

Second Doctor: Stop! You're making me giddy!

(setting: space)

The Entertize emerge from the rift.

(setting: Entertize bridge)

Tails: He did it!

The second doctor enters.

Second Doctor: It's over! (laughs) It's over!

Third Doctor: What do you think of my new face by the way? Hmmm? I wasn't to sure of it myself to
begin with, but it sort of grows on you.

Fifth Doctor: That's the trouble of regeneration, you'll never know you're going to get.

Fourth Doctor: There's no point in being grown up if you can't be childish sometimes. 

Sixth Doctor: Oh, this has been a timely change.

Second Doctor: Life depends on change and renewal.

Rotor: Suppose so.

Seventh Doctor: Captain, I am far more than just another Time Lord.

First Doctor: Prehaps you go back to my home planet, but I can't.

Sally: I hate it when he talks like that.

Sally adjusts her guppel disruptor from dustbuster... mean.... type 2 cobrahead phaser to full stun and
shoots the First Doctor. Amy screamed.

Amy: What's happened to you, Doctor?

First Doctor: Ohhh, I'm not sure my dear. I guess this old body of mine is wearing a bit thin.

Amy: What do you mean 'wearing a bit thin'? 

First Doctor: Ohhh, don't worry child. Don't worry. Don't worry. Ohhh.



Fifth Doctor: I might regenerate, I know, It feels different this time.

Woody from Toy Story enters from the emergency turbolift.

Woody: You are a toy!!!

Sally: Woody, you are not suppost to appear in this one.

Woody: Sorry.

Woody exits.

Second Doctor (explodes): You can't just change what I look like without consulting me!

Sixth Doctor: I am a Time Lord!

Fourth Doctor: Would you like a jelly baby, Rouge?

Rouge lowers her blue ninja mask and eat a jelly baby.

Sally (yells at Rouge): Lieutenant!!!

Rouge (covering her nose and mouth with mask): The doctor gave me a jelly baby.

Sally (yells at the Fourth Doctor): Doctor!!!

Seventh Doctor: Do not yell at my other incarnation.

Sally: Food are not allowed on the bridge.

Fourth Doctor: Sorry, my dear.

Sally: You can call me, Captain.

Fourth Doctor: Sorry, Captain.

(setting: TARDIS)

Second Doctor plays a theme from Star Trek V: The Final Frontier, he plays the theme from Doctor Who
(Dimensions in Time version).

First Doctor: Seven of me?

Sixth Doctor: Seven aspects of me.

(setting: Entertize cargo bay)



The Valeyard appears and opens a weapon locker, pulls out a type 2 cobrahead phaser and fires at a
cargo container, the container explodes.

(setting: Entertize bridge)

Shadow: There's a explosion on cargo bay 5, the plague is loose. It can kill Tails, Tikal, Bunnie, Mina,
me, you, Sonia, Manic, Amy, Cream, Antoine, Rotor, Knuckles and fifth incarnations of the Doctor.

Sally: We evacuate the saucer section.

(setting: space)

The saucer separates from the battle section.

(setting: Entertize bridge)

Sonic sits in the command, Rouge in tactical, the first and sixth Doctors at the helm and navigation
stations.

First Doctor: I know why who started the explosion, it was the Valeyard.

Sixth Doctor: The Valeyard?! I know who the Valeyard is. He tried to kill me during my false trial.

(setting: Entertize battle bridge)

Amy: It is my birthday, Captain.

Sally: Your birthday's today, we forgot.

Amy: Doctor, it is my birthday. Can you plan a party today?

Second Doctor: Well . ..it is a fact, Amy, that I do tend to get involved.

(setting: Entertize corridor)

Valeyard: I want my revenge on the Doctor.

Sonic, Rouge, the first and sixth Doctors hold phaser rifles at the Valeyard.

Valeyard (to the First Doctor): Doctor, you look old. This is clearly...

Sixth Doctor: Just a minute, did you call him... the Doctor.

Valeyard fires at Rouge. Rouge screams in pain.

Rouge: AAAAAHHHHHHHHH!



Sixth Doctor was then shot by the Valeyard.

Sonic: You stole a hypospray, Doctor. 2 ccs of cordrazine.

Rouge: Sonic, you're a first officer not a medical officer.

Sonic: I'm going to help you and the doctor. I have to plot the saucer section's course to the center of the
rift that should stop the disaster. I have moved to my things to the battle section.

Valeyard: Also, I activated the auto-destruct sequence.

Sonic: That should destroy the saucer section and us with it.

Valeyard: And the battle section and the entire universe. Enjoy your deaths, Doctors. Hahahahahahaha!

Sixth Doctor: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

(setting: Entertize battle section quarters)

Third Doctor: This quarters need some redeclorating.

The second doctor paints the entire quarters, until it is done. The paint is on Sally, Bunnie, Rotor,
Antoine, Sonia, Manic, Tails, Knuckles, Amy, Cream, Shadow, Charmy, Vector, Mina, Blaze and Espio.

Blaze: Some craftsmanship, huh. I am a junior engineer.

Third Doctor blows up birthday balloons, one of the balloons look like the Enterprise from Star Trek: The
Motion Picture, the other shaped up like Rouge's head.

Cream: Doctor, one of them looks like Rouge.

Fourth Doctor: I made a chili for the ship's chief medical officer.

Rotor eats chili then she screams. Rotor runs to the shuttlebay.

(interior: Entertize corridor)

Artkis follows Rotor.

Artkis: You want to look at my cane.

He hits Rotor with a umbrella.

Second Doctor: Take my musical instrument.

He throws a recorder at Rotor.



Fourth Doctor: Would you like a jelly baby.

Rotor: No!

Fifth Doctor: And my sonic screwdriver.

Rotor goes to his quarters.

(interior: Entertize crew quarters)

The third doctor aims a phaser rifle at Rotor.

Third Doctor: Brush your teeth for surgery.

He fires at Rotor but the phaser shot hits the mirror and the reflected phaser shot misses the third
doctor.

(setting: Entertize corridor)

As before.

Sixth Doctor: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

Sonic: Wrong, Valeyard. The saucer is heading for the rift.

First Doctor: I placed the TARDIS to the battle section.

Sonic: We have to get out of here!

Rotor approaches Sonic.

Rotor: I came from the battle section. I want you two doctors hide to the transporter room. Ready, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Rotor turns around and nobody is there. Rotor heads to the transporter room.

(setting: Entertize transporter room)

Rouge, Sonic, the first and sixth doctors at the transporter pad. Rotor energizes and steps to the
transporter pad. They vanish.

(setting: space)

The saucer section heads to the spatial rift. The spatial rift glows.

Valeyard: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!



The rift implodes and it was gone. The battle section is alone.

(setting: Entertize transporter room)

Sally (with party hat on) is standing as the first and sixth doctors and Rouge appear.

Sally: Where's Sonic?

Sixth Doctor: He is... he... he's right here in my jacket.

Sonic pops out of the sixth doctor's jacket.

Sixth Doctor: Is he's here? Where am I? I've must have been here.

First Doctor: Rouge is still alive. And bad news, the saucer section sacrificed itself to save the universe.

Sally: We have to replace our saucer section at spacedock after the party. Come on.

Sally, Sonic, Rouge, Sixth Doctor and First Doctor exit the transporter room.

(setting: Entertize crew quarters)

Sonic, Sally, Rouge, Tails, Shadow, Vector, Charmy, Espio, Cream, Amy, Knuckles, Sonia, Rotor,
Antoine, Manic, Mina, Blaze, Adric, Ace, K-9, Susan and all seven doctors are at the party. After Amy
blows out the candles. They have cake.

Seventh Doctor: Susan, my baby. My home planet is Gallifrey.

Rotor: Gallifrey?!

Sixth Doctor: Rotor, sit down.

Rotor: I must go to Gallifrey!

Sally: Shadow, stop Rotor.

(setting: space)

The shuttle launches from the battle section as Rotor pilots the shuttle to the planet Gallifrey.

The End

"Carrot juice?!" - Sixth Doctor, The Ultimate Foe
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